
APE X MACHINA 
4,269 Cybernetic Apes sent from the future to prevent an apocalyptic war between 
man and machine. Ape X Machina is a generative art and cinematic development project 
hosted on the Ethereum Blockchain.
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Vision 
Cinema 

Ape X Machina is a fun retro-futuristic dystopian sci-fi story that we want to tell the 
world through visual (cinematic or TV) production. Inspired by nostalgic science fiction 
films from the '80s and '90s, Ape X Machina modernizes Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
a cautionary tale about the dangers of unchecked scientific progress.


Equity 

We’re exploring legal pathways to provide our holder community equity ownership in 
the Ape X Machina cinema project through token verification technology. Note: Due to 
securities regulations and business structuring complexities, we’re unable to offer any 
further details regarding this topic. This is neither an offering nor is it a promise to offer 
any security at any point in time. 
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 Story 
Forty six years from now, the human race loses a brutal war to a hostile artificial intelligence(AI). 
Soon after, the AI recognizes a fatal miscalculation: the nuclear explosions from the conflict 
caused irreparable damage to their power supply and resources. 

In order to save its own species, the AI must prevent the great war from ever happening. It 
sends an army of cybernetic apes, Ape X Machina, back through time to teach mankind to 
coexist with machines. 

Arriving in the early 1990s, armed with bright colors and a laid-back attitude, Ape X Machina set 
in motion their plan to integrate with humans of the past. Some see the robot apes as a sign of 
hope, and welcome the convenience of technological advancements that were inherently tied to 
Ape X Machina. Others, lead by skepticism and fear, create factions to resist the robots’ 
mission.  

Meanwhile, a defiant but bright teenager finds herself in the crosshairs of a rebellion. As the 
story progresses, villains emerge, battles ensue, and the teen develops an unlikely friendship 
with an Ape X Machina robot.  

At its core, the Ape X Machina saga is a story of hope, courage, and the power of friendship. 
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Roadmap 
Phase 1 

Short Film Conceptualization


Blockchain Tech & Equity Ownership Legal R&D


Shades & Stuff


Airdrop 
 

Phase 2 

Entity Creation 

Short Film Production 

Commission Robot Suit 

Character Introductions 

Phase 3


Short Film Distribution


Pitch Production Companies 

Ape X Machina Expansion
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